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Connecting Faxination to your MFP
Scan, fax and store paper files directly using your multifunction
print, copy and scan devices.

Fax with your MFP

Boost security

Modern day MFP’s are enabled with the function to send and

Organizations struggle with user authentication, and control

receive faxes, however this requires dedicated analog fax

of information being faxed which poses a high security risk.

lines and hardware which come at an additional cost.

This is even more true for MFP devices that can be accessed

Moreover, organizations that move to Voice over IP

by anyone. With Faxination functionality on the MFP, this

telephony systems would need to keep a telco contract for

common security weakness is removed with user

these fax lines. Extending the MFP with Faxination

authentication. Administrators can easily control user access

capabilities, businesses can send and receive faxes without

and fax rights. In addition, Faxination logs and archives all

the added expense of proprietary fax lines, hardware and

fax messages allowing for extensive monitoring.

dedicated telephony lines. Save costs and reduce your
carbon footprint.

Eﬃcient digitization

Save time

Capture paper files directly from your MFP and store them in

No longer do you need to wait at the device for a confirmed

Get the most of your multifunction print, copy and scan

connection or notification that your fax has been delivered.

device (MFP) by making use of all the functionalities.

Faxination users simply fax from the MFP and receive

Faxination is the Digital Business Platform, and by connecting

notifications via their email. Spend time on more important

to your MFP device(s), enables efficient digitization and the

business, and still meet the compliancy regulations of fax

processing of business documents.

external business applications such as SharePoint or SAP.

messaging.

Connect your MFP today!
Get the most out of your multifunction print, scan and copy
device with the Faxination MFP Connector. Contact your
Faxination account manager for more information and to
connect your MFP’s.
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